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In exploration and utilization of the geospace environment, it is very important to understand interactions between space-

craft and space plasma environment because they can be hazardous to onboard electronics. To evaluate the spacecraft-plasma

interactions quantitatively, we have been developing a proto model of "Geospace Environment Simulator" which has a main

numerical engine of full Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation. By treating both electrons and ions as particles, we particularly

focused on the transient process of the ion beam neutralization by thermal electron emission during the operation of ion

propulsion engine. In the current study, we examined the dependence of the charge neutralization of the beam on the ratio

between the electron thermal velocity to the ion beam drift velocity. The preliminary results show the possibility of electro-

static beam instability of current-driven type occurring in the vicinity of the beam emitter due to the velocity difference

between the two species of plasma. Because of this instability, some electrons are trapped in potential well formed near the

ion emitter while others which have high energy can escape the potential well and propagate along the ion beam to neutralize

the positive charges. Temporal variation of the excited electrostatic field in the vicinity of the ion emitter and its effect on the

spacecraft environment are to be examined as a future work.
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1. Introduction
Geospace is the space surrounding the Earth, where the

electromagnetic dynamics of space plasmas plays dominant

roles. In the geospace environment many spacecraft such as

commercial satellites and space station are now in operation in

the geostationary orbit as well as in the low-earth orbit. Since

spacecraft surface is basically made of conductor and dielec-

tric materials, it is easily influenced by space plasma. As one

of the significant spacecraft-plasma interactions to be consid-

ered is spacecraft electrostatic charging. Studies on spacecraft

charging have been intensively conducted by many researchers

since 1970s. Excellent reviews of the progress in the space-

craft charging field have been provided1), 2). Spacecraft charg-

ing is determined by the net flux of charged particle at the sur-

face including photoelectrons and secondary electrons. In

addition, we also need to consider fluxes of active plasma
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emission from spacecraft such as ion thruster used in the elec-

tric propulsion3) and plasma contactor for the spacecraft poten-

tial control. Since these active plasma emissions have much

larger flux than that of ambient plasma, its effect on the space-

craft environment cannot be ignored. In order to mitigate the

influence of the space plasma as well as the plasma beam

emission on the spacecraft, we need to understand the interac-

tion process occurring between the spacecraft and the plasma

environment prior to the actual space activities4), 5), 6).

Owing to the recent remarkable progress of computer tech-

nology, numerical simulation has become one of the powerful

and important research methods in various fields7). NASA

developed NASCAP (NASA Charging Analyzer Program8)) as

an engineering tool to determine the environmental effect on

spacecraft surfaces and systems. ESA started the SPIS

(Spacecraft Plasma Interaction System9)) project in 2002,

which aims at developing a software toolkit for spacecraft-

plasma interactions and spacecraft charging modeling.

NASCAP and SPIS are mainly utilized for obtaining the

steady state solution of spacecraft surface potential for the

engineering use. For this purpose they introduced some

approximations to speed up the estimation of surface charging.

In the aspect of plasma process occurring in spacecraft-plasma

interactions, however, the numerical approximations hired in

these tools are not always appropriate because the plasma

dynamics and associated field variation are not self-consistent-

ly solved. Considering that transient variation caused by plas-

ma kinetics can affect the steady state solution on the space-

craft-plasma interactions, we believe that full PIC simulations

are essential. In such a situation,  we started to develop a

numerical plasma chamber called Geospace Environment

Simulator (GES) by making the most use of the conventional

full Particle-In-Cell (PIC) plasma simulations (Fig. 1). 

In the present report, we show some preliminary simula-

tion results for the case of ion beam injection in space and its

interaction with thermal electrons emitted for the charge

neutralization.  

2. 3D PIC simulation on ion beam and thermal elec-
tron emission from ion engine 
We show a three dimensional simulation model in Fig. 2.

For simplicity, we introduced no spacecraft geometry in the

model. Instead, we assumed a virtual ion beam emitter in the

simulation box with the radius of 0.33 m. Ion current is

0.0023A and the variable parameter is the ion acceleration

voltage which varies from 0.5 kV to 5 kV. Thermal electrons

of 0.1 eV for the neutralization are simultaneously emitted

from the same virtual ion emitter by keeping the current neu-

trality. The variable parameter is the ratio between the elec-

tron thermal velocity and the ion beam velocity vthe/vion_beam. 

Here we show some snap shots of simulation results for

the case of vthe/vion_beam = 0.07 in Fig. 3. The left panels are

three-dimensional spatial distributions for ions and electrons

shown in red and blue, respectively. For convenience, we

display electron distribution independently in the lower

panel. In the right panels, electrostatic potential and particle

velocity versus the x axis are shown. As easily found in the

left panels, ion beam propagates along the x direction with a

slightly diffused in the radial direction. As to the electrons, it

seems most of them are diffused around the beam source

region. However, if we take a look at the lower left panel,

electrons are also moving with the beam ions and contribute

to neutralize the beam positive charge. The electrons propa-

gating with the beam can be approximately categorized into

two groups. One is found between the beam head and the

beam emitter and the other is around at the ion beam head.

These two types of electrons are also recognized in the parti-

cle phase diagram shown in the lower right panel. The elec-

trons of the first group are quickly accelerated to the velocity

of ion beam and are trapped in a potential well created in the

vicinity of the beam emitter. As shown in the same panel,

some of them are reflected back to the beam emitter. On the

contrary, other electrons in the second group are escaping

from the potential well and try to propagate with the ion

beam for the charge neutralization.

When we increase the velocity ratio by reducing the ion

beam velocity, we see another different feature from the pre-

vious case. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Most of the elec-
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trons propagate with the beam ions and the trapping region

of electrons becomes very small in comparison with the pre-

vious case. In this case, it seems that the ion beam is almost

neutralized by the thermal electrons.

3. Discussion
We discuss the simulation results from a view point of ion

and electron dynamics shown in the previous two cases. The

dynamics are obviously different from ion beam and thermal

electrons. In other words, the ion beam neutralization is not

so simple as long as the spatial scale of electron dynamics is

concerned. In the very vicinity of the emitter, there is a

velocity gap between beam ions and thermal electrons. In this

situation, we can expect Buneman-type beam instability to

occur in the process of the electron acceleration by the ion

beam. Meanwhile, beam ions are almost neutralized with the

electrons escaping from the potential well beyond a certain

distance from the emitter. Then some questions arise such as

what determines the location of this interface between the

beam instability region and beam neutralization. If we

assume that the Buneman-instability taking place near the

emitter, the unstable mode has smaller wave length and tends

to be damped for slower ion beam. This situation may corre-

spond to the last case of simulation which shows the narrow

trapping region of electrons. Since we do not have enough

temporal data for the further analysis, we have not quantita-

tively confirmed the beam instability or its effect on the beam

neutralization yet. In order to realize the most efficient neu-

tralization of ion beam, we will reveal the beam neutraliza-

tion process from the viewpoint of ion-electron plasma inter-

action in the realistic situation of ion propulsion engine.

4. Summary
We started to develop Geospace Environment simulator

(GES) as a numerical plasma chamber for the analysis of

spacecraft-plasma interactions. We apply the conventional

EM full-PIC plasma simulations to be able to treat the space-

craft surface, plasma emission and collision with neutral par-

ticles for the purpose of space engineering use. As one of the

examples, we showed some simulation results on the local

ion beam injection in three-dimensional space. The simula-

tion results show the Buneman-type instability possibly

occurs in the vicinity of beam emitter due to the difference

between the beam velocity and the thermal velocity of elec-

trons. Due to this instability, electrostatic potential well is

created and some electrons are trapped. On the other hand,

other electrons escape the well and follow the ion beam to

neutralize the positive charge. It is very interesting that the

instability occurs near the source region where the spatial

scale of the beam is in the same order of the unstable wave-

length. Unlike in the conventional model of uniform plasma,

plasma instability in three-dimensional local beam model has

been little investigated theoretically or numerically. From

this point of view, the present study which focuses on the

plasma instability caused by local beam source can be very

interesting and significant. In the aspect of space engineering,

we will also contribute to the estimation of the optimum con-

dition for beam neutralization by performing simulations in

more realistic situations, which is left as future work.
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Fig. 3  Spatial distribution of beam ions and electrons for charge neu-

tralization in left panels. Potential and plasma velocity versus the

x axis in right panels for the case of vthe /vion_beam = 0.07.
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